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BEFORE WE BEGIN: 
Does anyone have any general 
questions about the course?



http://conceptlab.com/teaching/intd310/

http://conceptlab.com/teaching/intd310/


Dr. Garnet Hertz is Canada Research Chair in 
Design and Media Arts and is Associate Professor 
in the Faculty of Design and Dynamic Media at 
Emily Carr University. His art and research 
investigates DIY culture, electronic art and critical 
design practices. He has shown his work at several 
notable international venues in fifteen countries 
including SIGGRAPH, Ars Electronica, and DEAF 
and was awarded the 2008 Oscar Signorini Award 
in robotic art. He has worked at Art Center College 
of Design and University of California Irvine. His 
research is widely cited in academic publications, 
and popular press on his work has disseminated 
through 25 countries including The New York 
Times, Wired, The Washington Post, NPR, USA 
Today, NBC, CBS, TV Tokyo and CNN Headline News. 
More info: http://conceptlab.com/
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The Studio for Critical Making at Emily Carr 
University is a research facility that explores 

how humanities-based modes of critical 
inquiry – like the arts and ethics – can be 
directly applied to building more engaging 

objects and information technologies. The lab 
works to replace the traditional engineering 

goals of efficiency, speed or usability with 
more complex cultural, social and human-

oriented values. The end result is technology 
that is more culturally relevant, socially 

engaged and personalized.



The Studio for Critical Making also agrees with 
critical design (Dunne & Raby), which proposes 

that design is capable of doing much more 
than just manufacturing desire for commercial 

products and services.



What is “Critical Making”? 

• Critical making is defined by Ratto as exploring 
how hands-on productive work - making - can 
supplement and extend critical reflection on the 
relations between digital technologies and society. 

• According to Hertz, it also can be thought of as 
an appeal to the electronic DIY "maker movement" 
to be critically engaged with culture, history and 
society. 
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C A S E    S  T U D I  E  S

Hertz • Selected Projects

1994-PRESENT 



Cockroach Controlled Mobile Robot
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Slow Game
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Unubiquitous Phone

2015-2016 





























What is “Ubiquitous Computing”?



Weiser, M. 1991. The Computer for the 21st Century. Scientific American, 265(3), 94-104.
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These can be thought of as a 
cluster of related terms: 

critically-oriented concepts 
and material practices that 

have unique topics, audiences 
and outcomes



VALUES IN DESIGN (Nissenbaum)







CRITICAL TECHNICAL PRACTICE (Agre , 1997)



A critical technical practice will, at least for the foreseeable future, require a split identity – one foot 

planted in the craft work of design and the other foot planted in the reflexive work of critique. 

Successfully spanning these borderlands, bridging the disparate sites of practice that computer work 

brings uncomfortably together, will require a historical understanding of the institutions and methods 

of the field, and it will draw on this understanding as a resource in choosing problems, evaluating 

solutions, diagnosing difficulties, and motivating alternative proposals. More concretely, it will require 

a praxis of daily work: forms of language, career strategies, and social networks that support the 

exploration of alternative work practices that will inevitably seem strange to insiders and outsiders 

alike. This strangeness will not always be comfortable, but it will be productive nonetheless, both in 

the esoteric terms of the technical field itself and in the exoteric terms by which we ultimately 

evaluate a technical field's contribution to society.

Philip E. Agre  “Toward a Critical Technical Practice: Lessons Learned in Trying to Reform AI” in Geof Bowker, 
Les Gasser, Leigh Star, and Bill Turner, eds, Bridging the Great Divide: Social Science, Technical Systems, and 
Cooperative Work, Erlbaum, 1997.



Philip E. Agre, David Chapman. In Proceedings of the Sixth National Conference
on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-87) (1987), pp. 268-272.



TACTICAL MEDIA (Lovink, 1997)





[Tactical media is] what happens when the cheap 'do it yourself' media, made possible 

by the revolution in consumer electronics and expanded forms of distribution (from 

public access cable to the internet) are exploited by groups and individuals who feel 

aggrieved by or excluded from the wider culture. Tactical media do not just report 

events, as they are never impartial they always participate and it is this that more than 

anything separates them from mainstream media ...Tactical media are media of crisis, 

criticism and opposition. This is both the source their power ... and also their 

limitation.

David Garcia and Geert Lovink, “The ABC of Tactical Media”, http://www.nettime.org/Lists-
Archives/nettime-l-9705/msg00096.html, last modified 16 May 1997, last accessed 12 August 
2009.

http://www.nettime.org/Lists-Archives/nettime-l-9705/msg00096.html
http://www.nettime.org/Lists-Archives/nettime-l-9705/msg00096.html


MIKE KAI , FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS BY NATALIE JEREMIJENKO



STUDENTS & JEREMIJENKO, BRONX RIVER GAS PLANT (2003)



CRITICAL DESIGN (Dunne & Raby, 1999)



What is Critical Design? 

Critical Design uses speculative design proposals to 

challenge narrow assumptions, preconceptions about the 

role products play in everyday life. Its opposite is 

affi rmative design: design that reinforces the status quo.

What is it for? 

To make us think. But also raising awareness, exposing 

assumptions, provoking action, sparking debate, even 

entertaining in an intellectual sort of way, like literature 

or fi lm.

Anthony Dunne & Fiona Raby  “Critical Design FAQ” in Icon, 
Issue 50, August 2007.





TEDDY BEAR BLOOD BAG, DUNNE & RABY (2009)
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CRITICAL ENGINEERING (Ol iver, Sav ič ić , Vas i l iev, 2011)



Newstweek ( Ju l ian Ol iver and Dani i l  Vas i l iev, 2011)



Newstweek ( Ju l ian Ol iver and Dani i l  Vas i l iev, 2011)



The Critical Engineering Working Group                    Julian Oliver
Berlin, October 2011                                      Gordan Savičić
                                                          Danja Vasiliev

                   THE CRITICAL ENGINEERING MANIFESTO                          

0. The Critical Engineer considers Engineering to be the most 
transformative language of our time, shaping the way we move, 
communicate and think. It is the work of the Critical Engineer to study 
and exploit this language, exposing its influence.

1. The Critical Engineer considers any technology depended upon to be 
both a challenge and a threat. The greater the dependence on a 
technology the greater the need to study and expose its inner workings, 
regardless of ownership or legal provision.

2. The Critical Engineer raises awareness that with each technological 
advance our techno-political literacy is challenged.

3. The Critical Engineer deconstructs and incites suspicion of rich user 
experiences.

4. The Critical Engineer looks beyond the 'awe of implementation' to 
determine methods of influence and their specific effects.

5. The Critical Engineer recognises that each work of engineering 
engineers its user, proportional to that user's dependency upon it.

6. The Critical Engineer expands 'machine' to describe 
interrelationships encompassing devices, bodies, agents, forces and 
networks.

7. The Critical Engineer observes the space between the production and 
consumption of technology. Acting rapidly to changes in this space, the 
Critical Engineer serves to expose moments of imbalance and deception.

8. The Critical Engineer looks to the history of art, architecture, 
activism, philosophy and invention and finds exemplary works of Critical 
Engineering. Strategies, ideas and agendas from these disciplines will 
be adopted, re-purposed and deployed.

9. The Critical Engineer notes that written code expands into social and 
psychological realms, regulating behaviour between people and the 
machines they interact with. By understanding this, the Critical 
Engineer seeks to reconstruct user-constraints and social action through 
means of digital excavation.

10. The Critical Engineer considers the exploit to be the most desirable 
form of exposure.
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SPECULATIVE DESIGN (Dunne)







CRITICAL MAKING
(Hertz 2012)



What is ‘Critical Making’?





What is “Critical Making”? 

• Critical making is defined by Ratto as exploring how 
hands-on productive work - making - can supplement and 
extend critical reflection on the relations between digital 
technologies and society. 

• Hertz implements the term as an appeal to the 
electronic DIY "maker movement" to be critically engaged 
with culture, history and society. 



As I see it, ’Critical Making’ can be 
thought of as a dual proposal: 

 1. that makers need to be critically 
engaged with culture, history and society 

2. that hands-on physical work – making 
– has a clear place in enhancing and 

extending the process of critical 
reflection.

http://conceptlab.com/criticalmaking/


PUBLISHER:  CTHEORY (2015)























A do-it-yourself,
muscle-controlled,
light-up dildo

project by
Kristen Stubbs, Ph.D. 

www.toymakerproject.com

The Hammer

The Hammer is a silicone toy consisting of a bulb instrumented with a 
force sensor and a shaft containing a strip of LEDs. The bulb is inserted
into a vagina or anus. The Hammer gets its name from a carnival-style 
Test Your Strength game: When the wearer squeezes, the shaft illuminates.  
The harder the squeeze, the brighter it gets! 

force-sensitive
resistor (FSR)

flex
i-st

rip 
of 

digi
tal 

addr
essa

ble

RGB 
LEDs

microcontroller

BULB

platinum-cure silicone 
(body-safe)

SHAFT

Build a Hammer and...
Receive visual feedback for Kegel exercises or physical therapy
Have a lightsaber duel
Get a blowjob or handjob in the dark
Watch the Hammer change color as you orgasm

... or anything else you can program!





INFORMANT 
NUMBER 11: 100 
YEARS OF 
SCIENTIFIC MAKING 
IN CELEBRATION OF 
FRANK MALINA

Roger Malina, E-mail: 

<rmalina@alum.mit.edu>.

Submitted: <June 9 2012>

Abstract

We review how rocket pioneer 

and kinetic artist Frank Malina 

espoused a type of scientific 

‘making’ that drew on scientific 

theory and mathematics as well 

as rapid prototyping 

approaches. The hacker and 

maker communities draw on this 

ethos of scientific ‘making’. 









Design Fiction's Odd Present vs. 
Science Fiction's Near Future
J     U     L     I     A     N           B     L     E     E     C     K     E     R 

If there is anything to be gained from 
the Design Fiction practice it is the 
playful optimism that comes from 
"making things up." Making things up is 
playful and serious at the same time. 
It's playful in that one can speculate 
and imagine without the "yeah, but.." 
constraints that often come from the 
dour sensitivities of the way-too-
grown-up pragmatists. It's serious 
because the ideas that are "made up" 
as little designed fictions — formed 
into props or little films or speculative 
objects — are materialized things that 
hold within them the story of the 
world they inhabit. There is the kernel 
of a near future, or a different now, or an un-history that begins the mind 
reeling at the possibilities of what could be. When an idea is struck into form we 
have learned to accept that as proof — a demonstration that this could be 
possible. The translation from an idea into its material form begins the proof of 
possibility. Props help. Things to think with and things to help us imagine what 
could be.

This is how the world around us is made, by people who imagine what could be 
and then go forth and make it material. Wheels did not suddenly appear on 
luggage, but there they are and its hard to imagine that it didn't happen sooner.

Playfully, seriously making things up is how the world around us comes to be. 
Don't sit around and wait. Make up the world you want. Believe it. Tell its story. 
Inhabit it and it will become.

Design Fiction strides alongside of Science Fiction, obligating itself to fashion 
representation of what could be — whether that's a different present, a 
reassessment of the recent past, or a future likely to be obtained. It may be a 
reaction to a sense that Science Fiction has given up on the future, or ceded its 
remit to imagine the future. Perhaps Science Fiction has shifted to envisioning 
the differently present or the recently past. Ridley Scott recently said, “We have 









Theses on 
Making in the 
Digital Age 

 

 

By Michael Dieter & Geert Lovink 

 
 

 

"Ernstfall, es ist schon längst so weit, Ernstfall, Normalzustand 
seit langer Zeit." Fehlfarben 
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 Making  

 New York 

 McKenzie Wark 
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300 HANDMADE BOOKLET SETS 

3,000 BOOKLETS  

350 PAGES EACH 

105,000 PAGES





Disobedient Electronics: Protest 
(2017)
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DISOBEDIENT ELECTRONICS:  PROTEST 
(Hertz 2017)











"Disobedient Electronics: Protest" had over 100 
international submissions: 25 submissions were 
selected, with approximately half from academics, 
while the other half are from the broader maker, 
tech and art communities - including NGOs, 
advertising firms, and small businesses. 

As an experiment in research dissemination, three 
hundred handmade copies were produced and 
were disseminated for free to targeted 
researchers that wanted to include the book as a 
part of academic curriculum, reviewers writing 
critical responses to the publication, libraries and 
nonprofits, or curators including the book in 
public exhibitions. 
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Format: 
Handmade book in a signed 

edition of 300 copies 
(2 colour inkjet w/ sewn binding) 















Theme 1: 
Gender Equity & 
Women’s Health























Theme 2: 
Public Protest



















Theme 3: 
Violence









Theme 4: 
Privacy













Theme 4: 
Environment















Distribution: 
“Contributionware" – free 

copies only by contributing 
to the project.







The “contributionware” form: 
disobedientelectronics.com

http://disobedientelectronics.com






M O V I  N G   F O R W A R D

CRITICAL MAKING: 
A FOUR STEP METHODOLOGY 



SUMMARY: 

You often don’t consider the values embedded in 
an object when you’re designing it or using it. 

It’s better if we step back and reflect on the 
values embedded in an object because designed 

objects are always political and are always 
skewed to favour some people or ways of 

thinking more than others. 

Slowing down and going through a few steps can 
help you consider the biases of a system.



AKRICH & LATOUR (1992)



D E S I  G N    P R O C E  S S

The concept of reflective design (Sengers et. al, 2005), can be ported into 
a four step design process of critical making by: 

1. identifying core metaphors of a field, 
2. recognizing what the metaphors exclude or marginalize, 

3. inverting the metaphor to bring the marginalized to the center, and 
4. building a new alternative that embodies the inversion. 

And, it is important to actually build the thing – in a physical form, if 
possible – because it has a tangible legibility, with the potential to act as 

a boundary object between different users and communities.
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Reflective Design 
Phoebe Sengers, Kirsten Boehner, Shay David and Joseph ‘Jofish’ Kaye 

Culturally Embedded Computing Group, Cornell Information Science 
301 College Avenue, Ithaca, NY 14850, USA 

sengers at cs.cornell.edu, kab18 | sd256 | jofish at cornell.edu
ABSTRACT 
As computing moves into every aspect of our daily lives, 
the values and assumptions that underlie our technical 
practices may unwittingly be propagated throughout our 
culture.   Drawing on existing critical approaches in 
computing, we argue that reflection on unconscious values 
embedded in computing and the practices that it supports 
can and should be a core principle of technology design. 
Building on a growing body of work in critical computing, 
reflective design combines analysis of the ways in which 
technologies reflect and perpetuate unconscious cultural 
assumptions, with design, building, and evaluation of new 
computing devices that reflect alternative possibilities.  We 
illustrate this approach through two design case studies. 

Keywords 
Reflective design, critical technical practice, participatory 
design, critical design, value-sensitive design, ludic design, 
reflection-in-practice, critical theory 

INTRODUCTION 
Information Technology (IT) is everywhere, shaping the 
way we experience our lives, the world, and each other.  
For many of us, the texture of our work lives has long since 
been steeped in a symbiotic relationship with the 
technologies that shape and sometimes define our work 
practices.  In the last 15 years, we are seeing similar shifts 
in all areas of everyday life.  Passersby hooking into their 
iPods and chatting on their mobile phones, coffee shop 
patrons transfixed with their laptops, business travelers 
squatting on airport floors tethered to power for the gadgets 
that organize their lives: as technology designers it can be 
both exhilarating and unnerving to see how the design 
decisions we make, consciously or unconsciously, shape 
the micro-texture of people’s everyday experiences.  As 
people adapt to the opportunities and constraints provided 
by our technologies, their everyday practices, feelings, 
even their identities and sense of self may shift, often in 
unanticipated ways.  As designers, we are left to wonder: 
what values, attitudes, and ways of looking at the world are 
we unconsciously building into our technology, and what 
are their effects?  How can we find and address blind spots 
in our approaches in order to make design decisions that 

may lead to improved quality of life? 
Indeed, over the last 30 years, recognition of critical blind 
spots in human-computer interaction (HCI) has opened 
new design spaces and led to improved technologies.  For 
example, researchers have argued that HCI’s perspective 
on automating work practices was blind to IT’s role in the 
politics of the workplace and to the complex organization 
of apparently routine activity.  Developing an awareness of 
these factors led to new strategies for democratic design of 
IT and for integrating ethnographic insights into new 
technology design [e.g. 14, 43].  In another example, 
researchers argue that HCI’s focus on cognition has 
inadvertently led to a discounting of emotion in interaction, 
and are developing methods for bringing a sensitivity to 
user emotions into interface design [e.g. 36].  In the most 
recent example, researchers are raising questions about the 
centrality of work as the object of HCI’s study, arguing that 
HCI methods developed for workplaces are risking making 
all of life like work [e.g. 4]. 
In each of these cases, researchers identified values, 
practices, and experiences that were unconsciously, but 
systematically, left out of HCI.  The ways of viewing 
human activity that they criticize were so naturalized, i.e. 
so much a part of our HCI worldview, that it was often 
hard, at first, both to understand that something was 
missing and to imagine that HCI could be meaningfully 
pursued in another way. These critiques made it possible to 
question why particular aspects of human life were left out 
of design, to discuss whether or not they should be, and to 
begin to imagine new HCI methods that could more 
adequately address important parts of human experience.  
In each of these cases, critical reflection identified 
particular unconscious assumptions in HCI that might 
result in negative impacts on our quality of life. In this 
paper, we build on this critical tradition within HCI to 
develop a systematic approach to folding critical reflection 
into the practice of technology design. Rather than focusing 
on a particular assumption, we argue that critical reflection 
itself, can and should be a core principle of technology 
design for identifying blind spots and opening new design 
spaces. We start by defining critical reflection, its 
importance, and its influences in HCI. We argue that 
ongoing reflection by both users and designers is a crucial 
element of a socially responsible technology design 
practice. We demonstrate how reflective design can work 
through two case studies. We end with a discussion 
drawing from our theoretical grounding and case studies to 
enumerate principles, strategies and challenges for this 
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D E S I  G N    P R O C E  S S

The concept of reflective design (Sengers et. al, 2005), can be ported into 
a four step design process of searching for disruptive innovations by: 

1. identifying core metaphors of a field, 
2. recognizing what the metaphors exclude or marginalize, 

3. inverting the metaphor to bring the marginalized to the center, and 
4. building a new alternative that embodies the inversion. 

And, it is important to actually build the thing – in a physical form, if 
possible – because it has a tangible legibility, with the potential to act as 

a boundary object between different users and communities.
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Identify system metaphors: Identify core 
metaphors that guide and shape a system. 

For example, in the field of personal computing 
this could be ‘desktop’.
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Research metaphoric occlusions: Carefully 
recognize and research what the metaphors 

exclude, marginalize or occlude. 

In the case of a computing desktop, embodied 
movement or position is marginalized. What 

groups or users are excluded by these 
metaphors?
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Invert occlusions: Invert the core 
metaphor of the discipline by bringing the 

marginalized things to the center. 

Consider building a computer interface 
that uses the entire human body, for 

example.  What would that new thing look 
like and how would it operate?  What if we 

were designing only for the occluded 
things?
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Build the inversion: Actually build a new 
alternative that embodies the inversion. 

It is important to actually prototype the 
thing  because it has a tangible legibility, 

with the potential to act as a boundary 
object between different users and 

communities. 

The built thing illustrates how biases/power 
exists in the field, and is an argument for how 

it can be envisioned differently.
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WHAT WE DID, MORE OR LESS

1. Evaluate existing infrastructures/systems/technologies to get a 
better understanding of the values that underlie them, 
2. Swap in new values for the existing infrastructures, 

3. Reinvent the infrastructure to embrace the new values. 



C O N C L U S I  O N

Interactive Design as a 
Struggle for Control



TECHNOLOGY 
(infrastructures)

CONTROL 
(artwork)

HUMANS 
(individuals)



Designers and artists using technology 
often play with the control of an 

interactive system as a proxy for the 
larger topic of how individuals wrestle 

with technologies.





In other words, interactive design often 
takes on the topic of power between 

people and infrastructures: the interface 
itself can be a metaphor for the struggle 

for control.
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DUE NEXT CLASS 

see:

http://conceptlab.com/teaching/intd310/


Design Fiction's Odd Present vs. 
Science Fiction's Near Future
J     U     L     I     A     N           B     L     E     E     C     K     E     R 

If there is anything to be gained from 
the Design Fiction practice it is the 
playful optimism that comes from 
"making things up." Making things up is 
playful and serious at the same time. 
It's playful in that one can speculate 
and imagine without the "yeah, but.." 
constraints that often come from the 
dour sensitivities of the way-too-
grown-up pragmatists. It's serious 
because the ideas that are "made up" 
as little designed fictions — formed 
into props or little films or speculative 
objects — are materialized things that 
hold within them the story of the 
world they inhabit. There is the kernel 
of a near future, or a different now, or an un-history that begins the mind 
reeling at the possibilities of what could be. When an idea is struck into form we 
have learned to accept that as proof — a demonstration that this could be 
possible. The translation from an idea into its material form begins the proof of 
possibility. Props help. Things to think with and things to help us imagine what 
could be.

This is how the world around us is made, by people who imagine what could be 
and then go forth and make it material. Wheels did not suddenly appear on 
luggage, but there they are and its hard to imagine that it didn't happen sooner.

Playfully, seriously making things up is how the world around us comes to be. 
Don't sit around and wait. Make up the world you want. Believe it. Tell its story. 
Inhabit it and it will become.

Design Fiction strides alongside of Science Fiction, obligating itself to fashion 
representation of what could be — whether that's a different present, a 
reassessment of the recent past, or a future likely to be obtained. It may be a 
reaction to a sense that Science Fiction has given up on the future, or ceded its 
remit to imagine the future. Perhaps Science Fiction has shifted to envisioning 
the differently present or the recently past. Ridley Scott recently said, “We have 
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